
Q. 

your

then22

Compan

ave you 

tried holing28 down the on29

Customer: Well, no,30 I have’nt31 tried to do anyting32 as I 

wong.33 and 

making the problem worse. Ok, lit34 me try that, beer35 with me a second. 
its37 worked! 

Thank you!

Company: Fantastic. I am so sorry for any inconvenience that has been cuased38 Miss Kenton.

Customer: Thanks for all you39 assistance, you have been so helpful. I am so happy to get to use this 

product cow40. What was your name again.41

Company: My name is Mark. If you do have any further queries, please don’t42 hasitate43 to give 

me a cal.44
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Q1: AUDIO TYPING (QID: 01260)

COMPLEMENTARY TESTS:     DATA ENTRY   |   PROOFREADING   |   SPELLING   |   SPEED TYPING

OVERVIEW

Designed to test an individual’s ability to transcribe a given recording quickly and accurately. 
Candidates are presented with a spoken passage of text with audio controls and a text box. 
Candidates are measured on their typing speed by characters and words per minute as well  
as their accuracy typing the audio provided.

Candidates are presented with 1 question to complete in 5 minutes. The candidate’s 
responses are automatically marked. An error when typing will result in no point being 
awarded for the whole word containing the error.

SAMPLE QUESTION SKILLS MEASURED

TEST DETAILS

PRACTICE  
TEST AVAILABLE

1 QUESTION 
PRESENTED

5 MINUTES
ALLOWED

5 MINS AVERAGE 
COMPLETION TIME

• Typing Speed

• Typing Accuracy

• Transcribing Competency

• Listening
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AUDIO TYPING 
TEST

Driving is fun, but is also a skill that has to be applied with responsibility. Passing the 

driving test is not the end of learning to drive, it is just the beginning. Experience can 

make us better drivers, provided that we keep a check on what habits we allow to 

develop. Our biggest risk of having a bad accident is within the first two years of 

passing the driving test.....




